Everest Textile Co Ltd
AT YARN EXPO AUTUMN 2021
Booth No.: 8.2 - D53
www.everest.com.tw
Being Asia’s comprehensive yarn & fibre business
platform, Yarn Expo Autumn 2021 welcomes
Everest Textile Co Ltd from Taiwan China to
showcase their textured yarn at the fair.
(Detailed product info featured on page 2.)

Everest Textile Co Ltd
Everest Textile Co Ltd (Everest Textile) is a public listed
company in Taiwan since April 1995. It is the first
vertically integrated textile manufacturer in Taiwan which
specializes in yarn texturizing, weaving, knitting, dyeing,
post-finishing (including printing, coating, laminating) and
garment production.
Everest Textile is a leading sustainable enterprise and all
of its products and processes are certified by the Swiss
bluesign organization. In light of the green opportunities
in environmental protection and outdoor markets, Everest
Textile continues to develop fusion innovation - fashion
and functional fabrics based on bio-based materials and
becomes an indispensable, long-term partner with
international and outdoor sports brand customers.

The Value-Added Yarn
of Everest Textile
Our DTY mill was established in 1968, the pioneer
producer of "New Synthetic Fiber (Shin Goshen)" in Taiwan,
and also the first mill successtully to put the microfber in mass
production, to make the "Moss Product" in great demand all over
the world.
Everest continued learning from benchmark and innovative C&D
(Connection & Development), successfully produced several main
items, now Everest is the largest
Spandex ACY mll in Taiwan (1500
tons/ month).
We will uphold
Everest's core spirit- "innovation"
and "Sustainability" by using
"Compound Processing" to cocreate new products, new value and
new business opportunities with
customers and suppliers in order to
enhance the global competitiveness
of Taiwan textile industry.
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Mechanical Stretch
By special raw material and Everest’s unique
texturing technology, via the fabric designs, dyeing
and finishing process to give the natural pattern , soft
hand feel and comfortable stretch.
Product Specifications:
Polyester: DHCR
Nylon: F66DHCR, F66UHCR
Recycled PET: GPSHCR,
GPSDHCR
E2000: T4SDW, T4CDW (Side-BySide Compound Yarn)
Two Tones Melange: CDPWSP,
CDPDHCR, PF66DHCR (N/T
Compound )
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Meet Everest Textile Co Ltd
at Yarn Expo!
Scan to Get Your Badge!
Pre-register now to enjoy our
E-Source Online Business
Matching Service where you
can schedule your meetings
with all of our exhibitors with
just a few clicks!

http://ezt.exporegist.com/21YarnEN

Modified polymer + improved process to create the
innovative Specialty POY
More than 40% elasticity after false-twist processing
and heating, with resilience higher than average
mechanical stretch yarn
The boiling shrinkage rate of DTY is higher than that of
average DTY by 50%~60%
With reduced use of
Spandex, easing the future
recycling of fabrics

Cool Yarn
Garments made from Cool Yarn have been shown to
reduce body temperature by 1-2 ℃, making the
wearer feel cooler and comfortable. Not only this,
Cool Yarn is also green. If office air-con temperatures
are raised by 1 ℃ then 3-5% of energy costs can be
saved. Cool Yarn absorbs moisture and shifts sweat,
is UV-cut and has a micro massage function. In terms
of washing, after being washed 50 times, 80% of
function is retained. It is ideal for use in
making summer shirts, outdoor
and sports garments and
tight-fit garments.
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